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What a difference a year makes…  

The dawning of 2009 in the wine market, as for just about every other, was shrouded with gloom 
and foreboding. The once fanciful Crisis of Capitalism appeared to have arrived with vengeance 
and its consequences would scar the world economy for decades to come. In the rarefied niche of 
fine wine the much trumpeted claim of asset diversification stood for nought as the core Bordeaux 
Index fell by over 15% and losses in the much speculated 2005s slumped by up to 50%. Even the 
thoroughbreds that represented the core of so many portfolios (prime vintages of Latour, Margaux 
and Cheval Blanc) were nursing declines of around a quarter from just 3 months earlier. Perhaps 
more depressing than the violence of the post-Lehman declines was the complete unwillingness 
of even the bullish to call bottom. The oft heard refrain “if the worst happens one can always drink 
it” was offering little by way of comfort and less still by amusement.  

Indeed, for many it was the broader market context that looked the most troubling. As the ‘wise 
heads’ of the City are want to observe, investors cope well with bad news, very well with good 
news but appallingly with uncertainty. As rumours swirled of major redemptions from prominent 
wine funds and large private investors liquidating ‘at any price’, there was genuine fear that the 
very infrastructure of the market could fail. And what did we have to look forward to? An inevitably 
over-priced, mediocre 2008 En Primeur campaign destined to follow in the ignominious footsteps 
of 1997.  

Yet here we stand in 2010 with our tails up admiring an Index showing an increase of nearly 15% 
for the year just gone, tight stock positions across multiple brands/vintages, a well priced and 
(consequently) wildly successful EP campaign under our belts and the prospects of a bun-fight for 
the forthcoming ‘Vintage of the Century’ 2009s.  

The reasons for the strong recovery – deep and persistent Asian demand, stimulus/cheap money 
and the return of risk appetite – have been covered here previously and we stand by this analysis. 
Similarly we have commented extensively on the inconsistent nature of the recovery – take out 
Lafite and Mouton from 2009 activity and you’re left with a very different picture – and the 
impressive depth of the wine market - effectively transferring many tens of £millions of wine from 
one set of investors to another - but as space in short we thought it most interesting to leave you 
with 10 fanciful predictions for the wine market for 2010.  



 

Controversial, sometimes contradictory we hope these will provide amusing talking points and 
perhaps a wry chuckle when viewed through rosé tinted spectacles this time next year. Why not 
let us know your thoughts?  

1. Improving economic data brings the US back to the wine market. Aggressive competition 
between American and Chinese trade for 2009 En-Primeur Allocations spark price war creating 
the most expensive en-primeur release on record (making 05 look like a bargain.) Grey market 
trading post release drives prices higher still.  

2. Prices for fungible wines rally dramatically to close out spread versus the 2009 releases. Market 
exceeds peaks of 2008. Latour and Margaux rally strongest amongst the 1st growths. Wine fund 
creation and activity at multi year highs as both wine and capital market experts seek to further 
commoditise the market to hungry, risk-craving investors.  

3. 2010 proves another golden year for European wine regions. A supply glut of top vintages leads 
to large buying pressure on better value releases. All contemporary vintages of Lafite trade above 
GBP4750. No first growths available under GBP2k.  

4. Carruades de Lafite En-Primeur release price rises to 1/3 of the Grand Vin price and to the 
same level as the 2004, 1st Growth releases – it still sells out.  

5. Further polarization of En-Primeur sales leads to a sell off by negociants / trade of 2006/07 
wines that are not favoured by new markets. Quality begins to play second fiddle to brand and 
marketing in developing new markets.  

6. Petrus prices rise to generational high, sparking a rally in Ausone / Lafleur as western 
consumers once again speculate on the changing shape of Asian demand. (Sound familiar?)  

7. Tightening credit conditions in China spark losses in equities and real estate forcing local 
HNWI’s to tighten belts on discretionary purchasing. Sales to region plateau and price growth 
begins to stagnate. 2009 Vintage begins to look very expensive, some investors look to lock in 
gains recalling the trajectory of the 2005 prices.  

8. Further crisis in global financial markets (sovereign debt crisis / CRE / sharply rising US interest 
rates etc) cause a sharp correction in asset prices. As in late 2008, wine prices correct in parallel 
as traders look to reduce large stock positions. Limited liquidity compounds losses driving many 
wines prices back down to mid 09 levels.  

9. Despite a sharp correction in equity / asset prices, strong sales growth in new markets 
continues to underwrite prices and liquidity. The apparent disconnect between wine and capital 
markets attracts funds into a wide spectrum of wine investment vehicles set up to take advantage 
of booming prices earlier in the year.  

10. New markets continue to surprise with top Italian releases becoming increasingly popular. 
Local Chinese wine producers as well as old world refugees diversify into the premium end of the 
spectrum. Lafite-Rothschild release their first Chinese wine to rave reviews.  

 

 


